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ABSTRACT

In this work, we describe the design and implementation of a reusable tool named KnowledgeZooClient targeting the construction, as a crowd-sourced effort, of a knowledge graph for Android apps. KnowledgeZooClient is made up of two modules: (1) the Metadata Extraction Module (MEM), which aims at extracting metadata from Android apps and (2) the Metadata Integration Module (MIM) for importing and integrating extracted metadata into a graph database. The usefulness of KnowledgeZooClient is demonstrated via an exclusive knowledge graph called KnowledgeZoo, which contains information on over 500,000 apps already and still keeps growing. Interested users can already benefit from KnowledgeZoo by writing advanced search queries so as to collect targeted app samples.

1 INTRODUCTION

Google’s Android mobile operating system, has steadily increased its market share since 2011 and is now leading the global market, occupying over 85% of market share. One reason contributing to this success could be the continuous and rapid growth of Android apps. Indeed, as of June 2018, the number of Android apps on Google Play, the official Android app market, has exceeded 3.3 million, with only 14% of them considered as low-quality apps 1. The success of Android, on the one hand, brings several benefits to app developers and users, while on the other hand, it makes Android the target of choice to attackers and opportunistic developers. As demonstrated in the recent Symantec Internet Security Threat Report [1], threats in the mobile space continue to grow year on year. In 2017, the number of new malware variants has increased 54%. To cope with this, researchers have introduced various approaches (e.g., privacy leaks identification [2], ad fraud detection, etc.) to secure Android apps so as to keep users from being infected [3].

All of the above approaches require a reliable benchmark dataset to evaluate their performance. Unfortunately, it is not easy to build such a targeted dataset from scratch. As a result, researchers often apply their approaches to randomly selected apps, including both relevant and irrelevant samples. Many efforts are hence wasted to analyse the irrelevant ones. As an example, many researchers now rely on AndroZoo [4], which provides over 5.8 million Android apps for the community, to obtain experimental samples. If a researcher is only interested in apps that are obfuscated and have used reflection in their code, she still has to download all the apps and then filter the interested ones.

To tackle this problem, Li et al. [5] attempt to facilitate the access of AndroZoo by providing to the research community sufficient metadata associated with the AndroZoo apps. Users of AndroZoo can therefore pre-select a set of apps that are all relevant to their research. Unfortunately, the metadata is shared via plain text, which is difficult to leverage for complicated cases (e.g., when many conditions are applied). Therefore, to supplement this work, we plan to represent the app metadata via a knowledge graph and share it with the community for our fellow researchers to quickly search for interested apps.

Knowledge graphs, closely related to ontology, encompass a structured and semantic representation of entities, their properties and relationships in a domain (e.g., Android). It provides an entity-centric view of the linked data that users can leverage to understand how the different artefacts are connected. For instance, the signature used to sign app 𝑎, which is flagged by VirusTotal as malware, is also used to sign app 𝑏. In other words, such a knowledge graph naturally facilitates the traversal via entities as well as their relationships [6]. Moreover, knowledge graphs do not require a predefined schema. As a result, they allow a more flexible update mechanism than traditional relational databases.

To benefit from knowledge graph, we provide to the community a prototype research tool, namely KnowledgeZooClient, aiming to
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extract metadata from Android apps and integrate them into a graph database (i.e., knowledge graph). To demonstrate the usefulness of KnowledgeZooClient, we have applied it on 500,000 Android apps selected from AndroZoo. It takes roughly one day (in parallel with 24 instances) for KnowledgeZooClient to extract the metadata from all the apps and takes several minutes to integrate the metadata into a graph database, which then can be leveraged to support advanced search queries, e.g., to find apps that are released between 2016 and 2017, have used dynamic code loading and reflection features, have accessed the Apache Commons library and have shared the same capability of handling incoming broadcasts.

In addition to KnowledgeZooClient, which has been made available on Github, we aim at also building an exclusive knowledge graph (namely KnowledgeZoo) of Android apps integrating as many Android apps as possible. The 500,000 apps are our first attempt towards constructing such a graph. We also encourage crowd-sourced efforts, by running KnowledgeZooClient, to enrich KnowledgeZoo with more app metadata.

2 KNOWLEDGEZOOCLIENT

The external goal of this work is to provide a knowledge graph of Android apps for our fellow researchers working in the field of mobile app analysis to quickly search for relevant artefacts so as to facilitate their research in various means, e.g., to search for app samples exactly suitable for their experiments. To this end, we introduce a prototype tool called KnowledgeZoo, for which we share with the community to encourage crowd-sourced efforts to fulfill the aforementioned goal.

Figure 1 outlines the overview of the working process of KnowledgeZooClient, where the knowledge graph construction process is made up of two modules. In the first module, namely MEM, KnowledgeZooClient attempts to extract app metadata from Android apps. After app metadata is collected, in the second module, namely MIM, KnowledgeZooClient integrates the harvested app metadata into a growing graph database. We now detail these two modules in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2, respectively.

2.1 Metadata Extraction

The metadata extraction module takes as input an Android app and outputs its metadata information in json format, which can then be integrated into a graph database, via the KnowledgeZooClient’s MIM. Table 1 enumerates the metadata types so far KnowledgeZooClient harvests.

2.1.1 APK. Android apps are released and distributed through APK files. For each Android APK file, KnowledgeZooClient collects six artefacts for our fellow researchers.

- SHA256/SHA1/MD5: The hash values are provided to uniquely identify an Android app.
- APK Size: We provide the APK size information (in byte) of a given app aiming at providing a quick means for researchers to calculate how much space they may need in order to download the actual app to their local disk.
- Market: For each APK, when crawling from a market, we also record from which market it is downloaded. Since we do not have a good means to check if a given APK has already been downloaded from other markets, the same APK could be downloaded from several markets. This market artefact represents the market where the app is downloaded from. If the app appears in multiple markets, the market artefact correspondingly shows all the available markets with each separated by a vertical virgule (e.g., play.google.com|anzhi indicates that the app is downloaded from both Google Play and the Anzhi market).
- Certificate: We provide the certificate signature of a given app, which is usually used to represent the signature of its developers. Literature works recurrently leverage this metadata to pinpoint repackaged (or piggybacked) Android apps, which usually involve a change of app signatures (i.e., developers) [7].

2.1.2 Manifest. Every Android app is assembled with a global configuration file called AndroidManifest.xml (henceforth referred as manifest), which plays an important role for configuring app’s permissions, components, etc. In this work, we provide five artefacts that are directly extracted from the manifest file of a given app. Those five artefacts are as follows:

- Package Name: Package name, also known as application ID, is used to uniquely identify an app on a device and in Google Play. For example, two apps with the same application ID cannot be installed concurrently on the same device. It is also disallowed to update an app in Google Play with a different application ID.
- Version Code/Name: Version code/name is provided by app developers to track and name the different versions of their developed apps. Theoretically, version code increases as the app updates. Literature work leverage these information to build app lineages (i.e., sorted app versions of the same app) for supporting the investigation of app evolution.
- Sdk Version: Sdk version specifies the API level that the app is targeted. Since different API levels may provide different features, users of KnowledgeZoo could thus leverage this information to conduct evolution-based investigations, especially in coupled with the evolution investigation of the Android operating system. As an example, Li et al. [8] have leveraged this information to investigate the evolution of inaccessible Android APIs (i.e., internal and hidden APIs) of the framework code.
- Permission List: Permissions, declared by app developers, are used by Android system to grant the access of protected parts and controls the interaction with other apps. Listing 1 illustrates an example of permission list. Many state-of-the-art works have leveraged permissions to perform specific analyses [9, 10]. In this work, we provide directly the used

Figure 1: Knowledge Graph Construction Overview.
permissions to the research community for boosting the research of permission-based investigations. Uses of KnowledgeZoo now can collect the declared permissions of a given app without actually downloading the app.

- **Component List**: Component is the basic unit constituting an Android app. In Android, there are four types of components: (1) Activity represents user interfaces, the GUI part of an app (2) Service executes compute-intensive tasks in the background, (3) Broadcast Receiver waits to receive event messages and (4) Content Provider provides a means to share structured data within an app or between different apps. In this work, not only the component names and types are collected, KnowledgeZooClient also records the capability of every component declared in the manifest, which can then be leveraged to support advanced inter-component communication analysis.

2.1.3 **DEX**. DEX is the file format of the so-called Dalvik Executable format, which stores the actual code of Android apps. Every Android app should have a DEX file called classes.dex in the top direct of a given APK file, which is also the target where all the metadata in this group collected from.

- **Dex Size**: Similar to APK size, Dex size provides another means for users of KnowledgeZoo to pre-select their favoured apps, e.g., apps with their Dex size smaller than 1 megabyte.
- **Dex Date**: Dex (assembly) date is extracted based on the last modified time of the Dex file. It can be used to represent the assembling time of a given app and thereby to support all the time-relevant investigations.

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Type} & \textbf{Example} \\
\hline
APK & SHA256 DFFCF9ACC7E4AC23895BF8B4AC4F12A450B68R... \\
& SHA1 338A00E4A27C20B139ECD751CC46614711220643 \\
& MD5 920FE692FA1405573BF81FE7F3B84C51 \\
& Apk Size 5461580 \\
& Market play.google.com \\
& Certificate (fingerprint) EC:05:3F:94:81:E8:29:36:3D:A2:3D:5E:0C:BA:A3... \\
& Certificate (owner) CN=AndroidRCert, OU=Android, O=LGEMC, L=Seoul, ST=Seoul, C=KR \\
\hline
Manifest & Package Name com.lge.friendsmanager \\
& Main Activity com.lge.friendsmanager.FriendsManagerMainActivity \\
& Version Code 5000019 \\
& Version Name 5.0.19 \\
& Sdk Version (Targeted) 23 \\
& Permission List cf. Listing 1 \\
& Component List cf. Listing 2 \\
\hline
DEX & Dex Size 5489904 \\
& Dex Date 01/01/2009 00:00:00 \\
& Native Code true \\
& Dynamic Code false \\
& Reflection true \\
& Obfuscation false \\
& Package List cf. Listing 3 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Metadata Overview.}
\end{table}

\begin{verbatim}
1 android.permissionINTERNET
2 com.lge.permissionMANAGE_PERMISSIONS
3 android.permissionACCESS_NETWORK_STATE
4 android.permissionBLUETOOTH
5 android.permissionBLUETOOTH_ADMIN
6 android.permissionACCESS_FINE_LOCATION

Listing 1: Permission List Example.
\end{verbatim}

- **Native Code**: Native code, if true, shows that the app has accessed native code, which is usually written in C or C++.
- **Dynamic Code**: Dynamic code, if true, indicates that the app has loaded additional code at runtime.
- **Reflection**: Reflection, if true, demonstrates that the app has accessed reflective code. Usually, if the dynamic code item is true, reflection item should be also true, as the additionally loaded code should normally be accessed through reflection.
- **Obfuscation**: Obfuscation, if true, indicates that the app has been obfuscated. Researchers such as the authors of [11] could benefit from this artefact to only collect (e.g., download from AndroZoo) obfuscated Android apps, avoiding the download of irrelevant apps and also the analysis of those potential irrelevant apps.
- **Package List**: Package list enumerates all the package names of an app (cf. Listing 3). We expect this information to be used by researchers for selecting apps with accessing specific packages. For example, researchers could leverage this information to select a set of apps with which all of them have integrated with ad library com.wandoujia.ads.
2.2 MIM: Metadata Integration

Metadata Integration module runs on the server side aiming at importing and integrating the outputs of MEM (i.e., metadata of Android apps) into the current graph database. At the moment, KnowledgeZooClient supports two types of integration: (1) CSV files with pre-defined and well-structured headers and (2) Cypher scripts, a declarative, SQL-inspired language for describing patterns in graphs visually using an ASCII-art syntax. Both types are supported by modern graph databases such as neo4j, the one used in this work.

MIM takes into account all the extracted metadata of a given Android app and groups them into eight types. As shown in Figure 2, the schema of our graph database, each type is represented by a knowledge graph node with some properties, e.g., node MARKET has no property, node COMP has one property named compType, while node APK has 12 properties.

In knowledge graphs, an edge between two nodes can be associated with some terms specifying the relationships between them. As illustrated in Figure 2, three basic relationships (i.e., “Has”, “From” and “SignedBy”) have been defined. Based on these relationships, one can clearly understand, from the schema of the graph database, the relationships between different nodes, e.g., a market (MARKET node) can have (i.e., via “From” relationship) Android apps (APK node) while an app can have permissions (PERM node).

It is worth mentioning that, in addition to existing edge types, which reflect direct relationship between nodes, one can introduce additional relationships to enhance the knowledge graph. Some of these relationships could be derived from existing ones through graph mining. For example, based on the java packages and the signing certificate, we can introduce “similar” or “repackaging” relationships to APK nodes.

3 KNOWLEDGEZOO

To demonstrate the usefulness of KnowledgeZooClient and show the advantages of having a knowledge graph of Android apps, we apply KnowledgeZooClient on 578,580 Android apps, which represent all the malicious apps available in AndroZoo, to construct a preliminary knowledge graph (hereafter referred to as KnowledgeZoo). With a modern server (24 cores), it takes roughly one days for KnowledgeZooClient to extract metadata from the half million Android apps and about two minutes to import the metadata into the graph database. Among the 578,580 Android malware considered, KnowledgeZoo contains 5,035,760 distinct nodes and 39,997,923 relationships.

We believe the KnowledgeZoo knowledge graph has great potential to support various applications. The most basic application would be to search for app samples under specific conditions. For example, suppose that a researcher wants to apply her/his approach on a set of Android apps that are released between 2016 and 2017 on Google Play, have leveraged the Apache http library and listens to the BOOT_COMPLETED system event. Instead of downloading...
MATCH (n: APK)-[:Has]->(p: PACKAGE),
(n)-[:From]->(m: MARKET),
(n)-[:Has]->(a: ACTION) where
n.dexDateInMillis > 1451602800000 and
n.dexDateInMillis < 1483225200000 and
p.name contains "org.apache.http" and m.name
starts with "play.google.com" and a.name ends with
"BOOT_COMPLETED" return n;

Listing 4: A query example written in the Cypher language,
which is supported by our graph database.

all the apps from an app repository like AndroZoo to search for
such apps, which is time-consuming, one can leverage Knowledge-
Zoo to quickly achieve that, e.g., by sending the query shown in
Listing 4. Indeed, KnowledgeZoo is capable of understanding the
query and outputs the results (i.e., 312 out of 578,580 apps match
the aforementioned conditions) in a short time.

Moreover, as demonstrated in Figure 3, in addition to the con-
textual results, KnowledgeZoo can also visually and interactively
present the results in a graph, for which analytics can interact with
so as to have a better understanding of the results.

Recall that with KnowledgeZooClient, our external goal is to
provide a comprehensive and growing knowledge graph of Android
apps for our research community. Hence, in our future work, we will
continuously integrate more apps into the KnowledgeZoo knowl-
dge graph. We also encourage crowd-sourced efforts, by running
KnowledgeZooClient, to enrich KnowledgeZoo with more apps. We
plan to also extend the ability of KnowledgeZooClient to include
more artifacts of Android apps so as to enhance KnowledgeZoo
with more types of nodes and relationships.

4 RELATED WORK

Since 2018, the first time when Android releases, Android has be-
come the most successful mobile system in the industry and one
of the most popular research targets in the research community.
Researchers have spent tremendous efforts in analyzing and improv-
ing Android apps and their running framework systems, as well as
the overall Android ecosystem [3, 12, 13]. They have attempted to
detect security issues of Android apps [14–16], dissect malicious
behaviors of Android malware [7, 17], characterize compatibility
issues of Android apps [18–21], improve code qualities of Android
apps [22, 23], mitigate energy concerns of Android apps [24, 25],
etc.

The aforementioned research studies have involved large sets
of Android apps, either benign or malicious apps. To prepare the
app sets, the authors of these studies either crawl directly from
app markets or reuse existing ones that are carefully crafted for
supporting Android-based researches. Our community has actually
proposed various app datasets [4, 5, 26–29]. The most representative
one would be the AndroZoo dataset [4], which has collected over
10 million Android apps and is no doubt the largest dataset of close-
sourced Android apps. In line with AndroZoo, Liu et al. [30] have
recently proposed another dataset called AndroZooOpen, which
contains over 70,000 open-sourced Android apps.

In addition to providing the artifacts of Android apps, our com-
community starts to offer easily accessible fine-grained app datasets.
These datasets, often provided as knowledge graphs, include not
only the apps’ metadata (including basic metadata such as the
apps’ attributes and advanced metadata such as experimental re-
results returned by static/dynamic analysis approaches) but also
pre-computed relationships of those apps, aiming at facilitating
researchers to conduct automated Android app analyses. For example, Meng et al. [31] have presented to the community a knowledge graph called AndroVault and demonstrated that their knowledge graph helps to promote productive research studies such as malware detection and malware generation [32]. Our approach, although targeting different types of metadata, could be supplementary to theirs, and the knowledge graph constructed in this work should also be capable of facilitating Android-based research.

5 CONCLUSION

In this work, we present a research prototype tool called KnowledgeZooClient, which extracts metadata (over 20 types of attributes) from Android apps and integrates them into a graph database. We have applied KnowledgeZoo to more than 500,000 apps, resulting in a knowledge graph, for which we call it as KnowledgeZoo, containing 5,035,760 nodes and 39,997,923 relationships. So far, we demonstrate the usefulness of KnowledgeZoo with a simple example. We believe that the KnowledgeZoo knowledge graph will have great potential to support various applications. In our future work, while enlarging the knowledge graph in terms of the number of apps, we will also introduce more applications (such as revealing repackaged apps) on top of KnowledgeZoo. We also encourage our fellow researchers to leverage KnowledgeZoo to provide creative applications.
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